Free vibration is analyzed for unsymmetrieal joined plate or shell structures with a closed member by means of the transfer matrix method. For this purpose, the continuity and equilibrium relations for the displacements and forces at the joints are written with use of the joint matrices. The connection matrix between the closed member and other members at the joints is derived by introducing the structure matrix of the closed member, and the entire structure matrix is obtained by the product of the connection matrix of the closed member and the transfer matrices of other members. This method is applied to a plate structure with an unsymmetrically sited duet and a box-type structure with an aslant interior plate, and the natural frequencies are calculated numerically together with the mode shapes of vibration giving the results.
INTRODUCTION
This article presents an analysis of the free vibration of unsymmetrieal joined plate or shell structures with a closed member which are simply supported at the axial edges. The vibration problems of these joined structures have great importance in many engineering applications, such as in design For the purpose of this study, the continuity relation of the displacements and the. equilibrium relation of the forces at the joints are written by using the joining point matrices (joint matrices). The connection matrix between the closed member and other members at the joints is derived by introducing the structure matrix of the closed member. The entire structure matrix is obtained by the product of the connection matrix of the closed member and the transfer matrices of other members, and the frquency equation is derived in terms of the elements of the entire structure matrix.
This method is applied to a joined plate structure with an unsymmetrically sited duct and a rectangular prismatic shell (box-type structure) with an aslant interior plate. Here, the equations of free vibration of a plate are written in a matrix differential equation by using the transfer matrix, the elements of which are determined numerically by quadrature of the equation 
X [D•]-'[D2•] [T•2'], (6) [Q ] = --IF2,]-' IF31] [ T•}'] -'( lanai -' [D:4] X [T?][an] --[T•]'][Du]).
The substitution of Eqs. (2) and (5) into the second equation of (3) yields 
{d4(0)} = [S,,]{d,(B)} + [S12]{f•(B)),

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The free vibration of unsymmetricaljoined plate or shell structures with a dosed member has been studied by use of the transfer matrix integration method. By the introduction of the connection matrix of a closed member, the entire structure matrix has been obtained by the product of the connection matrix of the dosed member and the transfer matrices of other members. This method has been applied to a plate structure with an unsymmetrically sited duct and a box-type structure with an aslant interior plate, and the vibration characteristics of them have been clarified quantitatively.
